
Mat.Works is a Division of National Floorcoverings Ltd, 
the UK’s leading manufacturer of commercial floor coverings.



MW Rib HD Deep BlueMW Rib HD Anthracite MW Rib HD NaturalMW Rib HD Light Grey

Technical data:
Module Size 125mm x 12mm (H)
Profile lengths  Available in two standard sizes: 

1800mm and 2100mm
Composition  Each aluminium profile has two carpet 

inserts (45mm), plus 3 PVC dampener 
strips beneath the base to prevent 
noise and movement

Performance Suitable for heavy footfall entrances
Environmental options Recyclable and reusable
Design   Can be laid uniform with dividing 

T-bars, or brickbond to avoid waste

FRAMEWORKS 
CLIC-FIX
Description:
Frameworks Clic-Fix is an innovative new advancement 
from Mat.Works Entrance Solutions, enabling those 
from all flooring sectors to install the modular aluminium 
profiles quickly and simply, in a variety of entranceways. 

The pioneering ‘Clic-Fix’ system enables each aluminium 
profile to be quite simply ‘clicked’ together, ensuring the 
profiles hold and stay in place. This innovative method of 
fixing empowers a variety of installers to self-fit successfully. 

Unlike other products, Frameworks Clic-Fix profiles do 
not simply ‘sit’ inside one another, instead they securely 
connect, preventing any looseness or sliding. 

With a 12mm depth, Frameworks Clic-Fix is ideal for recess 
mat wells or areas where surface mounting is required and 
is suitable for both internal and external use. It should always 
be installed onto an even and level surface. 

Each individual aluminium profile comes with two wide 
carpet inserts with a debris channel in between, helping 
to prevent the ingress of dirt, debris, and moisture  
into buildings. 

Choose from the company’s Workspace Entrance or  
MW Rib HD insert ranges, to create a complete system.

Comes with a 10-year warranty

Workspace Entrance Vulcan Workspace Entrance Victor Workspace Entrance Viscount Workspace Entrance Vixen
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Mat.Works provides a survey and installation 
service on all Frameworks projects.


